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“OLD RAPTURE”“OLD RAPTURE”
“Suggest making the most of it.”

 - L (Note left for Elizabeth after she is “revitalized”)

During the events of AfterShock (specifically the time frame of the main game),
the failed undersea utopia of Rapture is a hulking shell of its former self.  Exposed
to the surface world that its ideals once tried to seal itself away from, Rapture
now finds itself corroding to both time and the elements.

In the wake of “The Fall” (which occurred 109 years prior to the events of the
main game of AfterShock) the global sea level had fallen drastically past the so
called “Rapture Plateau,” leaving the once proud city under the sea as an island,
lost amongst a vast desert landscape and an ocean of acidic water.  As for the
remnants of the city itself, “Old Rapture,” is a graveyard of towers and walkways
that are slowly crumbling away, along with piles of bone fragments from past
creatures of the deep and even former residents of the city
(as well as certain “visitors”).

Event wise, “Old Rapture,” is where the main game opens.
Though now a “dead” city, the fact that its ocean location safe guarded it from
the events of “The Fall,” coupled with it physically surviving into the 23rd century
to see itself be “exposed” due to severe ocean boiling, allowed just enough
of it to remain for events to be put into motion.  Such as the Lutece’s
re-engineering a prototype Vita Chamber and using Elizabeth’s genetic
code which Suchong so generously left behind in his Lab during the events
of “Burial at Sea” to “revitalize” her, thus leading to her discovery by Zero
One (this would not of been possible if Rapture was still under water, and
thanks to the devastation of “The Fall,” someone had to be “brought back”).
All of this, in order to perhaps fulfill a promise that was made in a past era,
albeit in a slightly different light:

“One Man’s Vision,
Mankind’s Salvation”

THE LESS ADVlCE

THE BETTER
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OLYMPUSOLYMPUS
“Utopia without the People”

 - Olympus Propaganda

Olympus is the Martian city which resides within the calderas of
Olympus Mons (largest volcano/mountain in the solar system),
and acts as the primary setting for AfterShock (the main game).

Founded in 1995 by the ISC (International Space Consortium),
and later growing into an independent entity during the early half of the 21st
Century, Olympus quickly became the defacto capital of “space” (anything
that wasn’t Earth or the Moon).  From establishing colonies on the moons of
Jupiter, to setting up industry on Saturn and Titan, any and all decisions on
how “Tomorrow” was to be built went through THE “City on the Mountain.”

Composed of “monolithic” skyscrapers connected by a multi-tiered surface
level and the iconic Olympus “High Line” up above (this series’ version of
the Sky Lines/Pneumo Lines, but this time it’s a monorail like transit system),
the city from afar almost has the appearance of being flames jetting out from
the very volcano on which it resides on (for reference, think Emerald City
from The Wizard of Oz, except yellow, orange, and red in color).  It should
also be noted that the city began its life underground while it waited for
the terraformation of the surface to be completed (short term being temp.
stabilization and oxygen production).  So basically, Olympus was “seeded”
like a plant, and grew out from the ground over time.

As the city grew in size, so did its appetite for technology.  An obsession
born from the need for people to “alter” their nature in order to adapt to the
harsh and demanding environments of space/other worlds.  And no other
project was more ambitious and impressive than the Zero One Initiative.

Designed to be the ultimate machine, it’s purpose was to aid Human
progress on Mars/throughout space by acting as a “servant” to its
bidding, relieving it of the stresses and hardships of not just space,
but everyday life in general.  In time though, the technology itself
would “consume” the society which it was built for, redefining what
it truly means to be “alive.”

THE ALWAYSNEGLECTED THlRDSlDE OF THESAME COlN
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TRANQUILITY BASETRANQUILITY BASE
“Tranquility Base: Your first step towards the stars!”

 - TB Transit Station PA System

Thanks to certain “advancements” in technology,
Humanity’s presence on the Moon continued beyond 1972’s
Apollo 17 mission.  Most note worthy was Apollo 20’s “Machine
on the Moon” expedition in 1974, which became a watershed
moment for robotics/autonomous machinery in space.

By 1978, “Tranquility Base” (named after the nearby landing site of
Apollo 11) was permanently established to act as a launching point
for Human missions to other worlds, such as Mars (cleared the way
for the first Mars landing in 1984 by the ISC).  Later on in 2070, the
entirety of the Moon was chosen as the primary location for the
construction of the “Edictal” (built in orbit, giving rise to the Moon’s
iconic construction “rings,” which basically are massive assembly
lines that were used to put together major portions of the ship.

However, in the REALLY long term, and post “The Fall,” the
Moon’s mining facilities (which were initially used during the
construction of the Edictal) were re-purposed in 2208 by Zero
One (but directly controlled by The Mars Guard) in order to carry
out maintenance and repair protocols on the machine.  By mining
resources from both the Moon and Earth (with one mining location being
Rapture, which kicks off the events of the main game), new components
for Zero One (on Mars) were produced in order to deal with the ware
and tare that had occurred over time while it “slept.”

Game Note: The Tranquility Base Transit Station is a location
visited during all of the AfterShock “Trilogy” games (with the
difference of course being its condition due to time)

THE SPECTEROF “TOMORROW”
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SOVEREIGNS
OF EUROPA
SOVEREIGNS
OF EUROPA
“Fabrication in Progress, Please Stand By...”

 - Interplanetary Series Fabrication Command Console

Colonized during the “Age of Expansion,”
Europa was mostly designated for industrial
use due to its sub-surface oceans being seen
as an ideal source for “cooling and containment.”

In time, the largest of entities to operate on the
Jupiter moon became Sovereign Fabrication
(which eventually fell under the automated
control of Zero One in the 2060s), and their
use of “Sovereign” class fabricators (think of
them as giant submerged spherical 3D printers).

Bolstered by their ability to fabricate
fully functional spacecraft (such as the
“Interplanetary Series” - IP Series), it wasn’t
long until SF became the leading producer
of aerospace products for both Mars/Space
and even Earth.

The Sovereign class fabricators were also used
to construct nearly all of the massive components
of the “Edictal” between 2070 and 2072 (see
last page).

WHEN GENlUS
MET lNSANlITY
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PILLARS OF
SATURN
PILLARS OF
SATURN
“Huh, so... just giant balloons.”

 - Elizabeth (“Inner pillar” reveal sequence reaction)

Another result of the “Age of Expansion”
was the establishment of the so called
“Pillars of Saturn,” by Entropy Energy
(which also fell under the control of Zero
One during the 2060’s).  Originally designed
to be floating (via solar-heated balloons)
areofoil turbines, used to harness the planet’s
extreme winds (up to 500 m/s in the upper
atmosphere) as a renewable energy source,
Zero One eventually turned to more “creative”
uses during the construction of the Edictal.

In order to meet the massive raw material
demands of the project, Zero One devised
a way to concentrate the energy (which normally
would be sent to the “Solar Grid”) to the point
where it could be discharged at such a rate
that even the most hardened of surfaces (such
as those on nearby moons) could be “cracked,”
thus leading to Entropy Energy providing not
only a much needed tool in order for the Edictal
to become a reality, but also causing it to
become a major new player in the mining
industry (as well as an expansion to its name).

Note: the description for the “Empowering”
illustration is out of date.

THlNGS OF SUCHNATURE NEVERHAVE A GREATTRACK RECORD
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ENCLAVES
OF TITAN
ENCLAVES
OF TITAN
“Why do you dream only to live in its nightmare?”

 - ”Zero” (Text communication to Liz)

Titan was one of the last major colonization efforts to be undertaken during the
“Age of Expansion.”  Though mined for resources at first, once production began
to take dips into the red, the moon took swift action in shifting from industry to
entertainment (Titan is like the Dubai of Space).

During this time period, “Enclave Entertainment”
(another entity that would eventually give control over
to Zero One) gained a major foothold on Titan as the
leader in providing outlets of luxury to those seeking
an escape from the hardships that came with living
beyond the confines of Earth.  To do this, Enclave
turned to the many hydro carbon lakes Titan had to
offer in order to construct numerous “Hard Light”
Projection Platforms (in the shape of hexagons and
could float on the lakes), which could interlock with
one another, making the size and scope of any
virtual reality setting nearly endless
(”headset” not required).

As for power, “solar receivers” on each platform
are used to collect energy beamed from Saturn’s
“Pillars.”  This was done since normal solar energy
gathering was horribly inefficient due to Titan’s
thick atmosphere (it’s also completely absurd,
so it fits right in, and is used for a certain event
during the main game).

FAMlLlAR PLACES
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NYC 2099NYC 2099
“You’re nothing but a Sheep in Wolf’s clothing.”

 - Jonathan Loch speaking to “Zero”

During the course of AfterShock: The Fall, New York City is visited by an unknown
entity (from Olympus) on December 31st, 2099, in a time when Humanity is still trying
to pick itself up after cutting ties with Zero One back on Mars in 2072.

Along with the economic problems, (class wise, the world at large is divided between
the elites and the poor, the middle no longer exists), Humanity is dealing with over
population (95% live in urban areas in 2099), severe pollution (major cities like NYC
are plagued by heavy smog and dust cloud cover, thus leading to the construction of
towering structures such as those that can been seen in the image on the bottom right),
as well as having to contend with the ever expanding problems of “UPGRADE” black
markets (think Dues Ex, and the under world of implantation and augmentation).
Many tried to replicate the tech Zero One offered the citizens of Olympus/space
for themselves, with “varying” results.  Some even resort to “implant harvesting”
in order to survive within the world of the impoverished.

As for the “upper class”/elites of Humanity (those who benefited
the most from Zero One’s departure), some suspect that they
pushed for the quick laying of blame of Zero One for the “Edictal
Tragedy,” so that its choice of isolating itself from Humanity
would grant them free reign in re-organizing the economy
as they see fit after its implosion.

In any case, these “better offs,” continue to do well by acting as
those who see themselves as the “care takers” of the billions who
now lay beneath them economically.  And by playing off a “doing
well by doing good” act, the masses became contempt to leave
things the way they are, creating a “don’t bite the hand that
feeds you” kind of society. Things are bad, but due to how
the powerful have organized the global economy, many hold
the belief that if “radical” and “reckless” change happened now,
things could become much worse, if not cause destabilization
without end.

THE GOOD,THE BAD ANDTHE UGLY

THE CRUELTY OF HOPE
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THE EDICTALTHE EDICTAL
“As of Today, we are Tomorrow”

 - Captain Arthur S. Edwards

Born from the hopes Eleanor Lamb had for an age of prosperous coexistence
between Man (Earth) and “Machine” (Mars/”Space”), and forged by the two
societies themselves after her assassination in 2070, the Edictal represented
an opportunity to pave the way for “life” to propagate throughout the universe.
Overall, this became know as the Eden Project.

With the advancements in “Quantum Jump” technology, (like using “tears,” but
instead of connecting two separate universes, “Jump” tears connect two spaces
within the SAME universe, and in no way could this ever be mixed...), the Edictal
was the first vessel of its size (end to end length is around 5 km) to be able to
“Jump” by itself (meaning no more relying on “Jump” stations/gates, or having to
keep the vessel’s mass under a certain amount for the on board Quantum
Drive to work). 

With her completion in 2072, the Edictal’s maiden voyage took place on
the 7th of November that same year.  Commanded by “Life Beyond Earth”
veteran Captain, Arthur S. Edwards, and flanked only by a skeleton crew,
the remaining “passengers,” were situated in the “Vault” section of the ship
and put into suspended animation until the first phases of the journey were
completed (”Jump”, initial scanning of nearby systems, then setting the
ship’s long term “habitation” trajectory).

In regards to the rest of the ship’s cargo, the remaining “vaults” were
used to store other species and plant life, and with the use of the ship’s
TDS (Terraform Director System), the long term mission of the Edictal
was to eventually “transplant” its biological payload to terraformed
worlds when the time and conditions were right (with the Human
population inhabiting the ship’s “metropolitan” sections during the
terraforming grace period).

As for deciding who was to go, the Eden Project’s head of Human
Life Vault recruitment, Anabelle Mor, tried her best to ensure that
the Human vault was comprised of every walk of life, and not just
a collection of “Übermensch,” (super humans) or the rich and
powerful, stating, “Like in the case of all things, the weak shall
have the chance to become strong.”  And in the end, those
personally recruited by Mor herself made up 250 of the
Edictal’s 10,000 passengers.

Mor then went on to become a passenger herself, and in
AfterShock: Edictal, she plays a critical role during the
ill-fated maiden voyage of the so called
“Ship of Tomorrow.”

LOST lN
“SPACE-TlME”
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